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   Blessed Students of the Divine Sciences of Life, 

    Ideation is creation in its initial thrust. The 

Godhead’s cosmic Mind-Thought initiates an auric field 
through which the ideation is manifest first as concept. 

This energy, sustained within the beautiful mind of the 

Creator, is then clothed with the miraculous light of 

imagination which allows its divine blueprint to be 

expressed and to exist in form within the formless 
dimensions of Presence.  



   All God-ideations contain the divine ideal of beingness that 

sustain their integrity and their innate ability to be realized

—to enter any realm of reality in which the Creator decides 
to send or locate them. 

Until actualized within  

a specific continuum  
of life, these ideations 

remain as cosmic 

thoughtforms within 

the Creator’s mind.  

http://i411.photobucket.com/albums/pp192/
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   Once they are energized and sent forth with a specificity of 

purpose and place of manifestation, their effulgence and 

auric fields are no longer held inviolate within the cosmic 
womb. Thrust forth as seeds of light upon the great cosmic 

sea, they are lovingly given birth within the greater domain 

of the creation. 

http://i56.photobucket.com/albums/g199/
dhama/Bryce%20scenes/Pure-light.jpg 



    Ideation is therefore the first creation. Birth outside of the cosmic 

void is the second or pro-creation. Full flowering or fruition to the 

point of being able to reproduce seed is re-creation. Within 

each of these aspects 

of the creative 

processes, the 

Creator’s will, wisdom 

and love are at play  

and are fulfilled.  

Yet the original ideation 

contains the seed-

impulses of all of the 

growth and evolu-

tionary processes 

locked within it.  http://i256.photobucket.com/albums/hh180/HNgocDiep/HappyBirthday
%2004%20June/LightLightPurePinkLotus_Birthday.jpg 



   When men and women understand 

the dynamics of the creative 

impulses embedded within their 

beings for co-creation as a sacred 

process, which is reflective of what 

the Creator experiences, they will 

understand that life actually begins 

at the point of ideation, which exists 

before physical conception. This 

realization will generate a greater 

ability of men and women to 

procreate with a harmonic and 

loving intent that will bring souls of 

great light and of great inner attain-

ment into their lives and domains.  
http://i411.photobucket.com/albums/pp192/
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   Immaculate are your ideations, 

O God! Great and glorious is 

your handiwork throughout the 
creation! Pure and holy are 

your conceptions of life in all of 

its variegated manifestations 

throughout the cosmic ocean!  

1. Revelation 15 

http://i173.photobucket.com/albums/
w51/krzygurlie/eye_love.jpg 

Just and true is your Eye-magic, your divine 

imagination of all that lives and moves 

throughout the cosmic web!!  

http://i17.photobucket.com/albums/
b94/mybusiness/Scenery%20Pics/
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   The Sons and Daughters of God 

ascended cannot imagine a vain 

thing," for they have evolved 
beyond the vain thoughtforms and 

human desires of those caught in 

the samsaric rounds of rebirth 

who have not yet fully realized 

their oneness with the Divine. By 
becoming as a little child# while 

employing a holy imagination of 

all as pristine and beautiful the 

sons and daughters of Man may 

obtain their immortality in the light 
as fully realized God-beings.  

2. Psalms 2   -  3. Matthew 18 



   Every image conceptualized within the mind is composed of 

the energy of thought. These images are live beings, though 

as yet unmanifest or actualized within time and space.  



   A key to precipitate these 

images into manifest form 

is to clothe them intently 
and magnanimously with 

the energy of feeling and 

then victoriously and 

joyfully with the physical 

energetic sensations of 
touch, taste, hearing, 

sight and smell.   

These lower senses allow the immaculate and  

imaginative creations held within an auric field of love-

wisdom to be birthed in form by anchoring them  
through the power of conscious awareness.  



   Ideations flow from the 

Superconscious Mind to the 

conscious mind of men and 
women through a transfer or 

procession of electronic light 

when the aura is clear of 

memory, mental, emotional and 

physical aberrations that 
constrict or block their free 

transmission. Silent meditation 

with a focus upon the solar rays 

of divine thought allows these 

ideations to be received with 
great fluidity and clarity.  http://i411.photobucket.com/albums/pp192/

akmsierra/DivineActionThroughUS.jpg 



   Devotional practices 

that expand the love-

fires of the heart 
naturally oil the holy 

emanations from the 

Divine One so that 

their resting place for 

deep reflection and 
assimilation will be 

within the secret 

chamber of the heart 

rather than within the 

lower mind.  
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   I show you now within your third  

eye a meditating yogi  

in the Far East who is en- 
gaging the Lord Himalaya in the 

 sacred science of mindfulness by accessing  

with permission the stream of his cosmic meditation upon  

the perfectionment of all lifestreams of the Fourth Root Race. 
By Nicolas Roerich 



   Witness the transfer of these higher light-waves of cosmic 

peace that feed the auric field of the yogi and are then  

sent forth as radiating streams of compassion 
to raise sentient life upon Earth!  

By Nicolas Roerich 



   You may also 

commune with the 

heavenly saints and 
tap into a vast 

storehouse of cosmic 

love-wisdom-power 

that will continually 

reenergize your aura 
and bring you to a 

loving state of divine 

bliss and perfect peace 

in beingness. 

  I am Morya El, ideating you as fully realized God-men and 

God-women with luminescent auras of living, solar light!  

http://i47.photobucket.com/albums/f152/solonaxdawn/Peace.jpg 
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   Valued Sons and Daughters of the Living Word, 

 God has embedded within the seed of every living being 

or life form a full complement of his own divine wisdom that 
when sparked or planted in a fertile field of conscious 

awareness grows into embryonic intelligence.  

The light energy vibrating 

within this prebirthed or unborn 

being abides within an auric 
space of quietude that is 

reflective of the Great Silence 

surrounding the Cosmic Hub. 

From this sacred sanctum, a 

veritable womb of creation, life 
is set in motion. http://i49.photobucket.com/ 
albums/f289/StevesArtwork123/Newest%20Artwork/CosmicSeat.jpg 



   This embryonic intelligence indicates a prototypical 

blueprint or archetype of life that is held  

within the Mind of the One and from  
which all emerges to fulfill its  

innate reason for being.  

Without the existence  

of these unmanifest  

internal essences  
of divine design  

that are locked  

within the seed,  

no function nor  

form of life  
may emerge. 

http://i49.photobucket.com/albums/f289/StevesArtwork123/Newest%20Artwork/MoonlitSongs.jpg 



   The formation and ultimate expression of each created 

being proceeds from an etheric blueprint to physical reality 

through a miraculous growth cycle that proves that intel-
ligent design is at play and active throughout the world. 

The Creator has miniaturized 
   his own auric light field as a 

perfected matrix that rests in 

quiescence as it also flows 
through this embryonic 

intelligence. An innate urge  

for self-expression directs the 

seed to find its way into fertile 

ground where it can emerge 
into form and grow.  

http://i49.photobucket.com/albums/f289/StevesArtwork123/
Newest%20Artwork/SpatialVisions.jpg 



   Elemental life knows 

the sacred formulae 

for each seed’s 
expression and works 

ardently to create the 

opportune moments 

for Self-expression 

both in its beginning 
stages and 

throughout its entire 

life cycle.  

http://i169.photobucket.com/albums/u236/Magik_Moonmyst/
Nature/9747338-lg.jpg 



   Working closely with nature 

and its subtle laws, cognized 

through greater solar 
awareness, allows the fullest 

flowering of each being’s 

glorious essence to manifest. 

Communing with devic 

beings who have mastered 
the subtler sciences of life 

will improve your intuition 

and sensitivity to all things 

bright and beautiful, all 

creatures great and small.! 
http://i0006.photobucket.com/albums/0006/findstuff22/ 

Best%20Images/Just%20For%20Fun/Just%20for%20Fun
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   Every child—whether of galaxies, solar systems, planets, 

angels, human beings, animals, plants or microscopic life—

contains solar genius within her cells. This divine 
intelligence is naturally expressed when the child is 

provided an ample and clear opportunity for learning and 

development from its ideation and conception.  

http://i636.photobucket.com/albums/uu82/HFCPR/
Annual%20Report%202009%20and%20website/

GirlandYellowFlower.jpg 



   True parenting requires knowledge and accommodation of 

the natural life cycles of the newborn, the toddler, the child 

and the teen and of what resources and educational 
elements must be provided at each stage to accommodate 

the child’s best evo-

lutionary experience.  

An astute 

understanding of the 

principle of the zone 

of proximal develop-

ment is also essential 
to life-long learning 

and spiritual growth. 
http://i443.photobucket.com/ 
albums/qq159/sociologygroup2/Lauren/childlearningfromparents.jpg 



   When a child-woman receives proper solar stimulation by 

being allowed to experience life, work and play in nature for 

many hours each day, her inner genius emerges and she is 
set on a course of true inner fulfillment. Imbibing the 

beneficial rays of solar intelligence directly from the sun 

   excites the higher Atmic 

functions of divine 

beingness within the 
pituitary and pineal glands 

which correspond to the 

third eye and crown 

chakras, where the original 

blueprint of perfected life 
are held inviolate in Man. 

http://i373.photobucket.com/albums/oo175/ami4285/sun.jpg 



   You have  

sought the  

elixir of life. 
Look to the sun  

for all the spiritual  

quintessences and  

the subtle streams of  

true, ambrosial food that  
will nourish your higher bodies  

as well as your lower sensory centers.  

Your continuing solar genius may be brought to  

bear in all manner of spiritual discoveries and revelations 

when you merge with and realize your true Buddha Nature.  

http://i36.photobucket.com/albums/e24/
WbDsgnr1/Spiritual%20Beautiful/thelight.jpg 



   Meditate under your own jeweled 

bodhi tree of crystalline energy, 

within your own crystal-diamond 
tube of light. Your auric field of pure, 

radiant joy will expand and your inner 

solar genie will shine! 

   Lovingly yours, 

   El Morya 
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El Morya 
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Please read CosMos chapters 10 & 11, pp 159-180 


